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 (This report was banned (thru obstruction, they kept me drugged) an entire year, since my shocking publication (on 10.11.2018) 

suggesting a British connection to 9.11.2001 (The terrorist strike in Manhattan that killed almost 3000 people) (see page 4, see 

9.11 Theory on page 10).  

(With the onset of the 2016 election, their tactics (the SS (a secret society), the ones who stand in my way), their tactics reached 

unprecedented levels. For example after Trump’s LA visit, the SS crippled me (literally yanked my legs apart) on 9.7.2019, while 

researching this report). (9.7 is symbolic of my research and my mother’s death). There was also the 2017 ADD (tried to put me on 

the streets in dramatic fashion), the 2018 AMA (apparent murder attempt), and the 2017 CNA (broke or fractured my neck) and 

the 2019 BUB (3 months of beating up the brain), plus (blatant acts of debauchery, torture, intent to kill, horror and terror), all 

requiring an Executive Order. 

Then to kick off the 2020 New Year, the SS tried to kill me on 1.7.20 (by shoving food down my throat, before an intense work 

out). The number 17 appears to be Mason symbolism in my research, and they’re suspects in the JFK Hit and the 9.11 attacks. 

Even before that, the SS tried to put me on the streets twice (on 12.23.19 and 12.18.19), by targeting my van. This was after they 

took away my credit card (which was a life saver when the SS stranded me by attacking my van on 11.23.2018). 

10.11.19 while poised to publish the TDS (The Diary Summary) (in the Public Library), the SS blatantly staged a HIT (acting nuts, 

approached aggressively, muttering loudly, then sits next to me muttering loudly (apparently in French), repeating the word 

“CIA” (the Librarians didn’t say anything until the 45 second episode transpired, until I left the table). This is the second  time they 

stage a crazy yapping at me, while I’m about to publish (It seems to be a CIA tactic. When JFK was shot, they called Oswald a crazy 

loner in the Lone Star state). 

INTRODUCTION 

An 18 year effort culminates on a surprising discovery, of who may have been responsible for 9.11.2001 (which occurred 

on the 225th anniversary of the failed SIPC (Staten Island Peace Conference of 9.11.1776). It cost me a condo, a 

Mercedez, a SUV, a house, and my mother, and my livelihood. They confiscated my property (in a clandestine manner), 

and made me a vagabond living out of a beat up old van (the last 14 years). My condo had been command and control 

to report the SS, now my van is command and control.    

[This document was written, while still reeling from the BUB (the BUB destroys memory), so my writing flair (demonstrated in the 

Special Reports) is gone. The SS has been marinating my brain (chemically) the last 9 months.   

Even now as I begin this report they have me drugged, and beat up my brain last night, as I slept. 

10.19.19 As I do the final draft, the SS has resorted to chemical warfare (now torturing me as I write). I bin coffing up a storm. And 

the HIT from last week Is back in the LIB, despite the aggressive behavior. 

10.22.19 The SS tried to kill me (by shutting me off using MKU), after inducing me to run down the stairs. 

10.9.19 While doing the TDS, the SS tried to hit me with a car, while my attention was diverted, then tried it again at the same 

spot on 11.7. 

11.9 the SS blocked the purchase of a new laptop, by sabotaging it. 

After I published 9.11 Probe B in 2018 (suggesting a British connection to 9.11), I was sentenced to brain Siberia, and 

subjected to the BUB (beat up the brain for 3 months), as if to silence the witness any way possible, cover up the brain 

evidence, destroy the brain files, wipe his memory, stop 9.11 theory in it’s brain tracks (My last 9.11 probe was a year 

ago, and have since struggled to get this report out). It was all out war with the brain, Tony’s brain vs the SS (they’ve 

been pumping my brain with something the last 9 months (brain cancer appears to be SS capital punishment). The 

sentence was to send my brain into oblivion (using brain violence as I slept (concussions, electroshocks, saturating the 

brain with chemicals), 

With the latest 9.11 revelations from Probe B, it’s been obstruction to the nth degree (terrorism, intimidation, torture, 

punishment, even legitimate hit attempts, and threatened with death). The BUB was the ultimate cover up, at my 
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expense (Every time they do this I have to relearn tech). Even the British weighed in with threats (using the SS symbolic 

dialogue) (a death threat after the 3 month BUB), an Alzheimer’s threat during the 3 month BUB, and a comatose threat 

2 months after the BUB.  

After 9.11 and after my website went up, they confiscated my property and threw me into a VP (virtual prison), to shut 

me up and keep tabs on me (they intercept communications, that’s how they made me homeless), so I can’t run around 

like Paul Revere exclaiming “The British did 9.11! The British did 9.11!”. Now I can’t fly to DC like I use to (my last trip 

was before 9.11 hit, then they crippled me all year in 2000, so I was tied up). 

They even stole from me as I went homeless (they rented the condo and didn’t pay rent, to the tune of 43K) (they sold 

the condo and kept the money to the tune of at least 25K) (and they took my Mercedez). 9.11 symbolism was all over 

the data (like, they foreclosed on 9.11 + 1, my SUV plates had 911, and GIP (for ‘you got jipped’) was the buyer).  

They made me homeless for digging into 9.11, accusing the SS at the getgo.  

The SS worships astrology (the zodiac and those funny charts) (just like Hitler did), and they’re a vengeful people, even if 

it takes 225 years to retaliate, so when the avenger took the oath in 2017, the SS attacks have been off the scale 

(unprecedented to say the least, made for TV events). 

They keep me poor with no excuse (I have a tech degree, tons of proven experience, and 100’s of job’s nationwide go 

begging every year, for my skills). So the act is blatant, like that of a tyrant (the loss is in the millions). So I’ve been 

wasting away doing TM (Telemarketing “wanna buy, wanna buy” that’s all I say all day), at minimum wage the last 13 

years (It’s like having Einstein peel potatoes all day for 13 years) (4 years of college down the tubes. All that tech 

experience wasted). 2019 marked the 13th summer of heat torture (braving the elements), when I could’ve been doing 

tech, and living like a richey. 

So they have me dangling over the edge of the homeless cliff (by stopping tech), while taking pot shots (at the TM jobs), 

or drain my savings by attacking the van, if I say or write the wrong thing.  

The TM jobs are the staging area for chemical and psychological warfare, and of course HIT attempts. 

With the VP (virtual prison) no place is safe. With the MKU (MK ultra, a secret CIA mind control program of the 60’s), I’m 

a sitting duck (they have me rigged, don’t tell anybody). They attack me at will (cripple me, electro shock me, 

concussion, drug me, you name it) in broad daylight, in front of witnesses, at the library, in church, in my van, when the 

time is right to render punishment for something I wrote or published (they also assault my van to punish me. The van is 

my home.). 

They have Sci Fi tech (so I’m rigged), so they shut me off by remote control, get in and do tings (cripple me, drug me), 

like in National Geographic. It’s convenient, there’s no witnesses (of any significance), and secrecy is maintained, and 

their punishment is swift and harsh (for example when I published my first 9.11 theory in 2016, they kept crippling me 

the next 2 months. They even crippled me in church, I almost couldn’t get up. That was the day I switched church’s, then  

the SS stalked me to my next church, and crippled me there.).   

Sometimes they simply punish me when the avenger shows up (the King has arrived, whack!). In 2018 they kept me 

drugged while interviewing with the cops after the AMA (so I couldn’t make any demands, I just sat there “oh it was only 

vandalism, ok”) (my shocking publication was 3 months away) (During the AMA, they slashed my tire (to prevent escape) 

and ordered me out in the dead of night). And using MKU and drugging me, they delayed this report an entire year. So 

reporting these people can be tough. If I try to report in person, they simply drug me when no ones lookin. So now I 

drop off the reports. So they’ve crippled my ability to report them and 9.11 theory. 
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With the Avenger taking the oath in 2017, the SS was suddenly bold, daring, audacious, and brazen, with made for TV 

events (trying to kill, decapitate, destroy my research and my home, coming at me with the AMA and the ADD (see 

website). It’s been one thing after another (like “ssstop 9.11 theory now!!  Failure eese not option” Eese dat clear? “ 

Yavul!” vee have plan fo chreesmaz”). 

With the VP (virtual prison), everything’s rigged, they keep me poor (money is power), they won’t let me report them, 

they use the MKU, so no place is safe (not even church, they even stage Hit’s in church, they even have their own 

priest’s), and intercept communications (explaining why I never get a tech job, they also rig job sites, their hacks 

perfected their obstruction by hardcoding stops, based on my ID).   

British and AR (American Revolution) symbolism is all over the 9.11 data (please read A British Connection to 9.11 on 

page 4 and 9.11 And Coincidental History on page 10). So is JD, the Oil tycoon (all over the 9.11 data) (Theory has it, 

that after the failed Tea monopoly in 1773, the SS turned to Big Oil, and propped up JD in all his endeavors. Now, they’re 

milking Big Oil for all it’s worth (bilking the consumer at the pump. The other day regular was an astounding $4.29 per 

gallon), before the shoe drops, before Global Warming sours their justification for being in business. Trump will probably 

still be calling Global Warming a hoax. He probably blamed the Chinese in 2016, anticipating the Trade Wars.). 

=============== 

The Hits (hit attempts) were acts of terrorism, intimidation, scare tactics to quell my publications on 9.11 theory. 

However some of the Hits were actually kill attempts. Their HITs threatened with “Go F…. Yorself” “Let’s get rid of this 

ass hole!” “F… you! F… You!” (in the dead of night as I lay in bed), “how do you stay alive” (in the dead of night). Even 

the British weighed in with a symbolic death threat (on online media). The SS even have a HIT room now (A TM room 

where everybody’s a HIT, like my current job, swoosh, swoosh, oops let’s try this, oops let’s try that, while I’m over there 

bobbing and weaving, as I try to do my TM job). 

They slammed into the van (while parking) in the dead of night, to terrorize. One RTM (road trubble maker) side swiped 

me (in the dead of night) (after I suggested a Big Oil connection to 9.11) (now my van looks like a demolition derby 

vehicle). One HIT screamed at me, trying to incite (the day before 9.11.19, after the SS crippled me on 9.7), made things 

up, argued loudly as if to make a scene (a typical hit tactic). 

They used racist’s, ex cons for the HIT’s. They used people with violent images, tuff guys, armed guards, security, even 

cops apparently (like in 2011, while the SS had me under the Guillotine (a secret operation to drive targets nuts) (they 

had a cop grill me loudly making a scene). 

They punished me for 9.11 theory with torture. The strapeedo (a 13th century torture tactic used by the Inquisition, the 

data suggests the SS retaliates for what the Inquisition did), the Strapeedo (yanked my leg beyond its limits, crippling 

me) has been the go to torture, especially after the Avenger took the oath. In fact the SS crippled me a number of times, 

after the Avenger shows up (like 9.7.2019 they yanked my legs apart in a blatant act of punishment or retaliation (while 

researching this report). Even while Trump was campaigning (with the Ruskies) the SS re introduced the Strapeedo, after 

I published 9.11 theory in May of 2016. They also took my tech money (I need money to seek employment nationwide), 

grounding me, as if awaiting the arrival of the new King (I’m surprised they didn’t blow trumpets for the inauguration 

“make way for the kings entourage”.). 

The SS has been at me tooth and nail, since making me homeless. The second I got the van in 2006, they tried to take it 

away in a staged accident (as if to put me on the streets) (then tried again by attacking the van). Then they tried to finish 

me off that same year by poisoning me on 12.27.06 (9.11 data associates the number 27 with the British). Then the SS 

would only let me get TM jobs (at minimum wage) to keep my funds low, and tried to Guillotine several times (a secret 

operation to drive targets nuts, the BUB is involved, please read “Is The CIA Out Of Control” for more information). For 
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example in 2010 (at a TM job, where a Brit was my boss), there appeared to be a conspiracy to incapacitate, and likely 

kidnap. The apparent Cop Hit in 2011 was on the waves of the 2010 Guillotine attempt. One HIT came at me with a 

weapon earlier that same year. (I thot that was scum like, first they put you under the Guillotine, then stage hit 

attempts). Now days they cripple me then stage HITs. Last Christmas they took my brain out (with severe sleep 

deprivation) then staged a HIT attempt. So some of these HITs are real.   

PART II, It Get’s Worse 

A British Connection to 9.11 

British and AR (American Revolution) symbolism is all over the 9.11 data (and other data). Their symbolic foot print is 

scattered throughout the 9.11 data, like SIR Han shoots RFK on 6.5.68 (1765 the AR begins), at the Ambassador (JFK’s 

dad was Ambassador to GB while the Lufwafa were doing flyby’s over London). JFK was threatened by the British Black 

Watch regiment “nobody wounds us with impunity” (the BBR had a prominent role in the AR), 9 days before he’s shot. 

He was threatened on the 34th anniversary of the 1929 Stock crash (34-> ¾ -> 75, 1775 the AR war begins lasting 8 years) 

(most major WTC dates happen on the 8th month, and the queens birth is symbolically associated with the 8th month). 

The queen (QE) was 75 when UA175 hit the south tower (Q=17 E=5) (on 7.5.19 the SS started poisoning me attacking my 

organs). She was crowned in 1952 (Dealey plaza, where JFK was shot, is shaped like 52. I went homeless at 52), and 52 is 

symbolically associated with the 225th anniversary of the failed 9.11.1776 SIPC (where General Howe expected the 

colonists to throw in the musket).  

The 9.11 timeline ends on 10:28, and the SOL (Statue of Liberty) was dedicated on 10.28 (the SOL is a symbol of the 1776 

DOI Declaration of Independence, which General Howe wanted the colonists to retract, at the failed 9.11.1776 SIPC) (So 

the 1776 SIPC deal fails, JFK is shot in Dealey (on his way to the Trade Mart), the Trade Center is destroyed, and now we 

have a Deal maker in the white house (or so they say, the Trade War looks bad, and we scrapped the Iran deal, and there 

was no deal on the border wall, and as it stands, our government is dysfunctional. The WH won’t even comply with the 

Impeachment Inquiry.). The facts are overwhelming, to say the least. Other words that come to mind, are shocking, and 

earth shattering. 

Not only did the Brits threaten me with death (using SS symbolism) right after the BUB, on 4.2.19 (42 is the reverse of 

24, 24=X, and 9.11 theory associates X with the British flag) (Also Oswald was 24 during the JFK hit and both WTC hits, 

were in a slashing manner as if to form an X). The Brits threatened (using 3rd party psychology) with Brain Dead ailments 

(“brainless noodle man” during the BUB, “inanimate without brain function” 2 months after the BUB (brain cancer 

appears to be SS capital punishment).  

The SS blatantly crippled me on 9.7 (symbolic of my research, JD died at 97), and started poisoning me, attacking my 

organs on 7.5 (symbolic of 1775 the start of the AR), and terrorized me with a crank call at 9:11am, fired me from a TM 

job in 10 days (my exit pay check was for $102 (the 9.11 timeline), and I was fired next to a Mason Lodge (the Mason’s 

keep popping up in my research (for example when Petit did the omega symbol, with his Hi wire act over the WTC in 

1974, 27 years before 9.11). They also tried to finish me off (off the bat), on 12.27.2006 (shoved poison down my throat 

as I slept) (the number 27 symbolically connects to the British). This is only the tip of the 9.11 Ice berg. Just like the 9.11 

symbolism, retaliation is everywhere one looks. The Avengers are a vengeful people, even if it takes 225 years.  

THE HIT ATTEMPTS (or the impression there of) 

With the HITs they try to incite you first, get you testy, angry. They’ll make a scene if they can (like on 9.10.19 (a day 

before 9.11, after the SS crippled me on 9.7) the SS stages a road rage event, trapped me in, then made a scene 

screaming at me to move the Van, amidst rush hour coffee drinkers). So in some Hits, they yelled at me, screamed at 

me, argued with lies and falsehoods, trying to incite me, the excuse to carry the HIT to completion. Some of the 

provocations were blatant with little or no excuse (like the madman muttering loudly and incoherently (suddenly sits 

next to me) the sec I’m gonna publish Draft 5). 
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They contaminated my jogging air with foul engine exhaust, trying to incite me. They had workers intrude on my KD 

(karate dance). In the dead of nite, they would park behind me, and honk away (after I did a write up), or bang into my 

van, startling me out of sleep (they did this several times). On 8.15.19 (after a write up calling the SS Fascists) they stood 

next to my van screaming “F… You! F… You!” (in the dead of night) (after the SS sabotaged my publishing equipment). 

On the queen’s birthday in 2016, a biker (tuff guy like in the movies, stood directly in front of me, facing me directly) 

stared me down for 15 minutes (what was one to do?). In 2015, a tuff guy tailgated me into the park (on a 10 speed) 

goin “come on tuff guy, come on tuff guy”……………come on tuff guy”). After the 2010 Guillotine, the SS RTM’s blocked 

freeway exit traffic, then a tuff guy pops up angrily banging on my window. So some of the hits were real. 

With the HITs they used gangers, shady tuff guys, slim shady’s, security, armed guards, ex cons (who had nothing to lose, 

the TM jobs have allot of those), people with violent images, you name it, racists, people associated with white 

supremists, racists who hate Mexican’s and luv Trump (I wasn’t sure if ICE was involved or what). 

They sat next to me (at work, in the TM HIT room) and insulted Mexican’s all day (expressed hatred and disdain for 

Mexican’s), and taunted me with 3rd person psychology (“I hope Trump deports you” “I Luv Trump”go back to your 

country” chicken “you coward, do something”). 

The Hits (hit attempts) were acts of terrorism, intimidation, scare tactics to quell my publications on 9.11 theory. 

However some of the Hits were actually kill attempts like the AMA on 6.5.2018 (6.5 is symbolic of 1765 when the AR 

began) an assailant slashed my tire to prevent escape and ordered me out (the AMA seemed to be predicted 125 days  

earlier at the 2018 SOUA) (the reverse of 125 is 521 or 5.21 for the 3rd sign of the Zodiac), or the Hit on the queen’s 

birthday in 2016, or back in 2011, some guy with a weapon accosted me in the dark (after the SS tried to Guillotine me). 

  One HIT on 5.31.19 violently hit my van 30 times, while I was in bed, after a death threat a week earlier at the same 

spot. After I published breaking news 11.24.18 “The AR was the big reason for the JFK HIT, and 9.11” (after the SS 

stranded me for the Thx Givin  holiday), a HIT laid in wait at the Library toilet, and tried to incite me with “Go F… 

yourself” (of course I was dumbfounded). Then there was the recent hit on 8.15.2018, the HIT screaming in the dead of 

night “F…. you! F…. you!, next to my van” (in the dead of night). They even tried a no look hit (FTM (foot trubble maker) 

tried to elbow me in the face). 

Other terrorism included slamming into the van (in the dead of night as I slept), by RTM’s trying to park. One RTM side 

swiped me (startling me out of bed), after I published the suggestion that Big Oil was connected to 9.11 in 2017 (they 

also tried to overdose me with some thing in the coffee, that same day). 

Other terrorism included stranding me (by attacking the van). For example they stranded me for the Thx Givin  holiday in 

2018 (by breaking my shifter 360 degrees), 5 days after Trump visited the area (surveying the fire devastation after he 

lost the House to the Democrats). They also stranded me on 6.1.19 (by cutting a hose 360 degrees), before I published 

Special Report 4 (mentions JFK and Mason HQ). They stranded me twice on two 4th of July holidays (July 4th symbolic of 

the AR and the DOI).     

The BUB, Beating Up the Brain 

After the latest 9.11 revelations suggesting a British connection to 9.11 (a year ago), it was all out war, the Brain vs the 

SS, the SS’s sworn enemy. The BUB was invoked, to pound the brain into oblivion. I was sentenced to brain Siberia, while 

I was hot on the 9.11 trail. The BUB was to blankety blank the brain, send it to the brain abyss, in an attempt to stop 9.11 

theory in it’s brain tracks. It was the ultimate cover up, to silence the witness (the 9.11 probes were obstructed an entire 

year, after I published my latest theory a year ago). 

 They turned my brain into burger meat. It was so bad I stopped doing my 9.11 probes (my last 9.11 probe was a year 

ago). Within a month of the BUB, I locked myself out of the van 8 times. I had to tape my finger to remember my 

headlights were on. I always have to relearn tech (it takes months to read the manuals), when they do this. 
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They electrocuted my brain with electroshocks (almost nightly, at times several times a night, to meticulously target 

every nook and cranny of the cranial (targeting those memory cells). They also saturated the brain with drugs and 

chemicals (targeting memory), as I slept helplessly in bed. They did concussions (it was like I was a crash test dummy), to 

jog loose those brain cells (my brain was in jeopardy, but what could I do). Soon the British threat “brainless noodle 

man” (the SS gave me worm disease years ago), was becoming a reality. (the BUB makes the brain susceptible to their 

psychological warfare, brainwashing, chemical warfare). 

I experienced loss of vocabulary, I had trouble elaborating (in my news comedy). I experienced loss of balance, and 

walked like a drunk while in line for communion. At times I was in a daze, a fog, wayward, in a turvey (like in my news 

comedy, I would say Trump has the world in a turvey, with his Trade wars (so the SIPC deal failed on 9.11.1776, JFK was 

shot in Dealey Plaza (on his way to the Trade Mart), the Trade Center was destroyed, and now we have a deal maker in 

the white house). 

I would pay for gas and forget to pump. At times I would get gobs of sinus drainage (as if the chemicals reached the 

brain brim, and had nowhere to go, like they were saturating, marinating the brain, as if to stymie the brain cells. I began 

to suspect that’s how the SS induces Alzheimers). 

My thots were slow, I had trouble figuring things out, I couldn’t write like I do, I would lose familiarity with places, and 

my brain felt like a planter' s peanut. 

They were beating up the brain nitely like there was no tomorrow, as if in haste, as if to achieve oblivion before I publish 

the next 9.11 probe. 

At times I felt like a zombie, woozed out, in a fog, dazed, mind wandering (like I was in a game, and a line backer just 

plowed into me). I couldn’t focus. Sometimes I would start the day staring ahead, forgetting the task at hand. 

I would know they got in, when my alarm (attached to my face by tape, or next to my head) didn’t wake me up. They’ve 

sabotaged 10-15 alarms over the years (just recently they switched out the batteries).  

PART III a few facts 

Torture marked the return of the Barbarians (using 13th century torture tactics, once used by the Inquisition), like on 9.7, 

right after Avenger showed up in L.A., they crippled me (I could barely move in bed, and I could barely walk) (the 

Strapeedo was re introduced back in 2016 (repeatedly crippled me), right after I published 9.11 Theory, and I had 

trouble walking the next 2 months).  

There were unprecedented acts of retaliation (the AMA in 2018, the ADD in 2017, the CNA in 2017, the BUB in 2019), as 

if to stop 9.11 theory in it’s tracks, bold, daring, brazen, audacious acts of horror and terror, made for the movies. 

Requiring an Executive Order. 

During one holiday, they tried to run my van in reverse into the lake (I was almost decapitated, I was almost run over). 

On one brazen night in 2018 an assailant slashed my tire to prevent escape, then ordered me out of the van (this was 

the AMA, and seemed to be predicted 125 days earlier at the SOUA by the Avenger himself). On yet another holiday 

season in 2018, they stranded me 8 days, 5 days after the Avenger visited CALI (they boldly got in my van, as I slept, and 

completely broke off the shifting mechanism) (the Van is my home). On one night in 2017, after I published a suggestion 

that Big Oil might be connected to 9.11 (JD and his empire is all over the 9.11 data. He’s the guy who said 9.27 was 

special. He also died at 97, his oil empire was broken up in 1911, and the WTC cost 900 million, and that’s what JD was 

worth. His kin also conceived the WTC in 1955) they side swiped my van, startling me out of a deep sleep. They also 

poisoned my coffee earlier that day, as if to over dose (We also have a big oil president who exclaimed “Big Oil is Back!”  

upon taking the oval office. He also calls Global Warming a hoax, allowing the convenient excuse to reverse  

environmental regulations for big oil). 
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Retaliation exponentiated when the Avenger took office (The SS worships Astrology (like Hitler did, he wouldn’t invade 

Britain because the Astrological charts weren’t right. The SS also retaliates with a vengeance (like for what the 

Inquisition did (causing Columbus to seek a new world, even braving falling off the end of the earth (Theory suggests he 

already knew America existed). So the SS retaliates ‘an eye for an eye’, and theory has it, the Irish were to blame for the 

AR (which began in Boston). The Avenger himself said somtin like ‘anyone who investigates me, will get it, like you never 

seen’ (ask Avenati). 

They crippled me on 9.7 after Trump visited LA. In 2016 they crippled me after I published 9.11 theory in 2016. They 

crippled me  after Trump visited CALI in 2018 (after I published the shocking news a month earlier suggesting a British 

connection to 9.11). So the Strapeedo is the go to torture, if I publish the wrong thing. In 2016 this took out my running 

game for over a year, and I went from Olympian to jogger, overnight. 

They staged HITs, tried to run me over (like in those cartoons), tried to hit me with a car, tried to smash up my van many 

times, staged an accident (on 11.18.2006) right after I got the van (as if to send me to skid row, off the bat, after I went 

homeless) (the Avenger showed up in CALI on 11.18.2018). On 6.5.19 (the AR started in 1765) the HIT slashed my tire to 

prevent escape and ordered me out (the police only recognized it as vandalism). On 12.23.17 (47th anniversary of the 

WTC TOC, 2 days before Christmas) they had my van rigged to run in reverse (it ran out of control 24 years after I wrote 

“Is The CIA Out Of Control”). I was almost decapitated (on a hill), and almost run over by my own van (I was trying to 

save it).  Even my mother’s death was on the 27th anniversary of the WTC TOC (there’s the number 27 againe). 

They assaulted my eyes, my teeth, my voice, and of course the Brain with the BUB (not to mention the legs), all as I slept 

helplessly in bed. So the attacks are mostly as I lay helplessly in bed, however with the MKU, no place is safe (they even 

crippled me in the EDD building, in church, and in the Library. So with the MKU they have me rigged (in one case on 

6.5.19 I viciously bite my tongue, and the media quickly says “there you go bam!”, then on 6.13.19 I viciously bite my 

tongue, and the media says “Queen Elizabeth”. So they have Sci Fi technology). They’ve been pumping my brain with 

chemicals and drugs (the last 9 months), and brain cancer appears to be SS capital punishment (they don’t give any 

choices (will it be by injection, the Guillotine, or the brain ailment?). Maybe that’s what the British threats were referring 

to “brainless noodle man” “inanimate without brain function”. 

With the MKU, they were able to do the BUB on the fly, in broad daylight in front of witnesses (Electro shocks at the 

health club, crippling me at the library, in church, at EDD, in the van), so no place was safe. In 2018 after the AMA they 

even pumped me with drugs the second I left the police station (for a break from waiting for almost 3 hours) (my prior 

visit to a police station in 08, they saw me right away, only to refuse my report 4 times “here’s a report” NO, “here’s a 

report” NO…”. Last year they had a cop escort me to the City Attorney, to make sure I didn’t get through (before that I 

got through by dropping off a report at an anonymous location, which ended up with the City Attorney.). 

Part IV, More Facts, Retaliation Is Big with the SS 

1.3.19 I mock Trump’s wall tactics (using federal workers as hostages, trying to extort money for the border wall), and 

the SS cripples me. The next day they stage a HIT. 

3.11.19 I do a write up mocking Trump (has made a mockery of the WH, doesn’t know how democracy works, acts like 

a tyrant, everything ends up in the courts, our government is dysfunctional and he’s running for re election, the 

master illusionist belongs in Vegas). The SS cripples me the next 3 days, then on 3.15.19 they attack my eye’s with a HI 

concentration of chlorine (it was like a HIT), at the pool (the same day they try to hit me with a car). The next day they 

stage a HIT attempt (tuff guy bumps my van with his vehicle then pulls up next to me).  

4.10.19 they terrorize me with a crank call (about being taken to court), after a write up on Nuremberg (where the top 

prosecutor was never hired by top US companies because he hung Nazi’s (the theory is that the SS created Fascism). 
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5.7.19 (the 3rd Reich ended on 5.7 and were prosecuted in Nuremberg) I was fired in 10 days, next to a Mason Lodge 

(suspected of high crimes and misdemeaners). 

3.28.19 I try to message the WP (Washington Post), and the SS stages a HIT at a laundromat (nobody there, and a tuff 

guy intentionally blocks my washer). 

4.2.19 the Brits issue a death threat (online media) using SS symbolism (after 3 months under the BUB), the day after 

two HIT attempts, and after the Nuremberg write up. 

4.22.19 they attack my eye againe (42 is the reverse of 24=X (symbolic of the British flag) (The Confederates in the CW 

used an X). So on 4.2 they threaten me, then attack on 4.22 (the SS brutally attacked me on 4.22 years ago (as if to end it 

all)(while I worked for a Brit in room 422) (the same Brit was used the next year in an alleged conspiracy to incapacitate 

and kidnap) (he would sometimes joke about the queen) (also 9.11 data symbolically associates the number 22 to the 

Mason’s and the queen, maybe the queen is a Mason).  

1.18.19 I message news sites 9.11 theory, and US senators were sent TDR (The Diary Report). Two days later the SS 

stages 2 HITs. Two days after that, they slam into my van, in the dead of night (startling me out of sleep).  

1.24.19 I message more news sites 9.11 theory. 3 days after that, on 1.27.19 (9.11 theory has the number 27, symbolic 

of Great Britain), the SS stages a HIT in church (bumps my head, kicks my feet, slams the kneeler, while his cohorts stare 

me down). 4 days after that the SS tries to hit me with a large vehcle, then try’s again the nex day at the sam spot. 

12.8.19 I pull out 9.11 theory during the 3 month ban (after publishing 9.11 Probe B, 2 months earlier)(they ban me thru 

obstruction). The SS then attacks my van, tries to hit me with a car, then stages a HIT attempt.  

2.20.19 I do a write up on Why To Invoke the 25th Amendment, and the SS threatens with “How do you stay alive?”, 

then the SS stages their Terminator (staged about 15 times) as if to intimidate (apparently trying a new tactic). As soon 

as March hits, the SS starts assaulting my teeth, tries to smash up my van with a Metro bus, then tries to guillotine me 

(with nerve gas) on 3.4.19 (3/4 is symbolic of 75 (the AR war began in 1775, the symbolic 75 is mentioned repeatedly in 

9.11 theory (please read A British Connection To 9.11). 4 days later the SS stages another HIT with a ganger.  

4.29.19 Write about Trump the Liar (lies, half truths, misleading statements, exaggerations) 100 times per week, 14 

times per day, the master illusionist (currently our attention is directed toward Syria (people dying left and right), as his 

impeachment loom’s ever closer). The next nite the SS terrorizes me rite after I go to bed (as if being apprehended by 

the cops). The next day after that, on 5.1.19, the SS stages a hit in the market (tuff guy hits me with an object, in front of 

an armed guard). The next night the SS stages a HIT in the dead of night (as I slept) (parks behind me and honks away, as 

if to lure me out of my lair). The next day the SS sends a ganger at me (blasts his rap music loudly next to me, as I study 

(in the same spot as the 3.16.19 HIT). Earlier that day another ganger contaminated my jog air with foul engine exhaust 

(as if to incite) (this happened a number of times with city workers). 4 days later the SS fires me in 10 days (next to a 

Mason’s Lodge (Mason symbolism is all over the 9.11 data and the JFK data).  

5.31.19 the SS staged yet another HIT (violently hit’s my van 30 times, as if to lure me out, right after I go to bed), 3 days 

after I published Special Report 3 (talks about the vagabond and JFK and 9.11), and while working on Special Report 4 

(talks about the BUB, and 9.11 and JFK).  

6.1.19 the SS stranded me (cut a hose 360 degrees), before I published Special Report 4. 4 days later the SS stages a HIT 

in the wee hour, on 6.5 (the anniversary of  the AMA)(the AR began in 1765). 

3.30.19 I do a write up on Nuremberg (about the top prosecutor, being denied employment by top US companies, 

because he hung Nazi’s). 4.10.19 the SS terrorizes me with crank call at 9:11 (about being taken to court. 
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2 days after the Nuremberg write up, the SS stages 2 HITs, then the Brit’s do that symbolic death threat (online media) 

on 4.2.19 (the 42 could mean “For 2”, and 9.11 data symbolically associates the queen’s birth with the second sign of 

the Zodiac. The SS staged a hit on the queen’s birthday, back in 2015). 

4.8.19 6 days after the Brit death threat, the SS stalks me to my typical stops (thru the day), staging 4 HITs (9.11 data ties 

the number 48 to the swastika (4 L’s)(where L is the 12th letter, so 4x12=48) (also the reverse of the queen’s birth 

translates to 48 (4.21, 4x21=84, the reverse is 48) (The 4 HITs occur a week after the write up on Nuremberg). 5 days 

later the SS stages a wrong way driver, who veers off at the last second. The SS then keeps coming at me the next 4 

days, staging 4 HITs. Then on the queen’s birthday the SS stages another HIT. Then next day on 4.22, the SS attacks my 

eye (symbolic of the I’s in my 9.11 data, like the twin towers II (perhaps emphatically states QE II) (also biblically, an eye 

for an eye, translates to retaliation(so maybe that’s what the twin towers represent, retaliation). 

6.17.19 the SS hires me into the HIT room, on Nixon day (anniversary of Water Gate)(resigned 8.9.74 (7.4 is symbolic of 

the DOI, that caused the 9.11.1776 SIPC to fail) (and in 1789 the US was born) (Water Gate happened in 1972, and 72 is 

symbolic of GB Great Britain). So they hire me into a TM room, where everybody’s a HIT (on Nixon day, as if in symbolic 

retaliation). It was one HIT after another (the next few weeks) using blatant unprecedented tactics (“go back to yor 

country”I hope Trump deport’s you”I luv Trump”Do something you coward), from racist’s (people who hate Mexican’s), 

ex cons, people with violent images (that you don’t wanna mess with) (as if ICE themselves was running the HIT room). 

On day one racist (lay’s in wait, in an isolated area (no witnesses), blatantly blocks me (violently gestures after I excuse 

myself). Day two, racist’s sit next to me on both sides, insulting Mexican’s all day, and later boast about their violent 

images (showing disdain and hatred especially for Mexican’s, and willing to take that hatred to death). The next day an 

SS operative tries a no look hit (at the gym)(using surveillance and timing) (tries to elbow me in the face). 

1.10.19 I publish Mini Probe 2 (and MP1 2 days earlier), and the SS tries to smash up my van (by running a red light) 

(they tried that a number of times this year), and stages 3 HITs. 

The SS initiated Guillotine proceeding’s (a secret operation to drive targets nuts) during the 9.11 hearing’s in April.2004. 

They later incapacitated me on 9.9.2004 (99 = II symbolic of the WTC) while signing loan Doc’s, as if the fore closure was 

anticipated (it appened a year later). They made me homeless on 9.11 +1, at age 52 (52 is symbolic of QEII). 

In 2017 the ADD (almost decapitated, almost run over) was on the 47th anniversary of the WTC topping out ceremony 

(47 is symbolic of the last beheading at the Bloody Tower of London) (WTC 7 was 47 stories high). 

In 2018 the AMA (slashed my tire to prevent escape and ordered me out) occurs the sec I was gonna leak (leak is 

symbolic of reporting them) (after I published breaking news that the AR was the reason for 9.11 and the JFK Hit), the 

staged HIT in the boys room, while I’m taking a leak). Also the AMA was on 6.5 (symbolic of 1765 (the start of the AR). 

In 2017 the CNA occurs on 10.30 (the 62nd anniversary of the WTC inception). The crippling neck attack occurs after I 

portrayed Trump (during the elections) as a gangster bobbing his head up and down (and demanding a mirror so he 

could slick his hair back). 

The 2019 BUB occurs on the 19th year of the century (19 is reverse of 91, symbolic of 9.11. (19 hijacker’s carried out 9.11. 

In 2016, rite after I publish 9.11 theory, the SS repeatedly cripples me the next 2 months, then drain my savings (by 

attacking the van)(my Go Tech money) to the tune of 5K over 22 months (and I make minimum wage).      

8.10.19 I publish a write up calling the SS Fascist’s (I tot Patton got rid of em), and the SS stages a HIT (5 days later) in the 

dead of night screaming next to my van “F…. You! F… You!......). 

9.7.19 the SS violently yanked my legs apart (crippling me)(as I slept). (97 is the inverse of 3 (symbolic of the AR) 
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Theory suggests that 9-11 was an inside job, plotted long ago, before the World Trade Center was conceived in 1955.  

Theory suggests 9.11 was conceived , even before the Stock crash of 1929, even before Standard oil was busted up in 

1911, even before Robert E. Lee’s first battle on 9.11.1861, even before the end of the American revolution in 1783 (119 

years (the reverse of 911) since the British first owned Manhattan in 1664).  

Thus it’s no coincidence (or so it seems) that 9.11 was on the 225th anniversary of the failed SIPC (Staten Island Peace 

Conference of 9.11.1776). Who were the fiendish master minds, with seething vengeance in their hearts? Theory calls 

out the British, or a Secret Society within the British Empire. The theories are supported by a trail of symbolic foot prints, 

left behind, perhaps inadvertently, perhaps intentionally, as a calling card, like a fiend who commits a heinous crime, 

and leaves his calling card out of arrogance, assuming no one will figure it out. 

  

 9.11.2001 was the 225th anniversary of the failed Staten Island Peace Conference of 9.11.1776, where General Howe 

asked the Colonists to retract the DOI (Declaration of Independence).  

 The symbolic numbers appear to be 22, 5, and 25. 

  KGIII (King George 3rd) was crowned at 22. Theory has the 5th letter as E (for Elizabeth).  

 25 is the reverse of 52, QEII (Queen Elizabeth) was crowned in 1952. QEII (converts to Q=17 E=5) and (UA175 hit the 

2nd tower, and QE was 75 during 9.11, and the AR war began in 1775 lasting 8 years). Most major WTC dates 

happen in August, and QEII is associated to the number 8 (having been born on the 2nd sign of the Zodiac).  

 QEII was crowned in 1952, and Dealey plaza (where JFK was shot) is shaped like 52, 52 weeks in a year is one 

revolution (theory suggests the Irish were blamed for the AR), so JFK was condemned at birth, as a sacrificial lamb, 

to pay the price for the rebellion. JFK was born 52 years after the CW (Civil War), so JFK was randomly picked 

because of his birth date (its an astrology thing, the perpetrators obsessed with the occult, like Hitler was). 

 KGIII (King George III who ran the AR (American Revolution) from the British side with Lord North) was crowned at 

22. JFK was shot on the 22nd and elected in 1960, while KGIII was crowned in 1760. JFK was shot in 1963 (60+3) and 

KG the 3rd crowned 1760. 

 JFK was born on the 8th day of the 3rd sign (3.21  3 x 21 = 63) 

 King George the 3rd called the shots (in the AR) (the number 3 appears big). On 11.22.1963 3 shots rang out in Dallas, 

JFK had 3 kids, 3 terms in the house, 3 years as president, 3 hobo’s were cot, the limo sped thru the triple underpass, 

etc. LBJ took the oath exactly 3 hours after JFK arrived at 1138. (38 is the reverse of 83, 1783 the AR ends), etc,  

 Most major WTC dates happen in August, including the Hi Wire act of 1974 (the DOI was 7.4), 2 days before Nixon 

resigns. That was 27 years before 9.11 (The reverse of 27 is 72 (72 = GB for Great Britain) (Water Gate occurred in 

1972). The 1929 stock crash (where America went homeless) happened 72 years before 9.11, and Trump was 

crowned 72 years after the 3rd Reich ended in 1945.5.7 (Trump wanted 5.7Billion for the border wall). Trumps 

government shutdown started on 12.22 and the Mueller probe lasted 22 months. (also 22=V, and the V appears to 

be Mason symbolism). 

 The latest data suggests 46 symbolically reverses 64, and the British owned ManHattan in 1664. The AR ended 119 

years later (the reverse of 911). 

 AA11 hit the north tower at 846, after a 46 minute flight, and the 9-11 president was born in 1946, and was the 46th 

governor of Texas. 9-11 occurred 46 years after the World Trade Center was conceived in 1955, and the 1911 bust 

up of Big Oil, was 46 years after the Civil War. JFK was 46, and the Garrison trial was on 4-6.  

 The number 64 appears symbolic of the British owning Manhattan in 1664. The SS apparently rose to power in the 

wake of the 1929 stock crash (64 years after the CW (civil war). The Next president’s initials are the 6th and 4th and 

18th letters (18 for AR). Robert E Lee’s estate was turned into Arlington cemetery, in 1864, perhaps symbolic of what 

happened to Manhattan, after the British owned Manhattan in 1664. AA77 buzzed Arlington before crashing into 
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the Pentagon after a 64 minute flite. 3 days after 9.11.2001 Bush stood on the rubble, wearing Fire Hat 164 

(apparently the area was declared safe 3 days after the worst terrorist strike in history, 3 days after two 110 story 

skyscrapers were destroyed). The WTC (World Trade Center) plan was approved in 1964, etc etc. Also the SS tried to 

kill me on my 64th, in dramatic fashion (see the ADD, I was almost decapitated). 

 According to theory, anything at the clocks apex is revolution symbolism (zero for ground zero (also the letter O, 

Notre Dame burned on the 15th), 60, 360 degrees, 90 degrees), with the mere fact that a circle completes one 

revolution. Also 90 degrees is also the letter L, so JFK was shot on Elm street (the m is probably symbolic of the 13 

colonies that rebelled, JFK died at 1300).  

 9.11.2001 was 90 years after the 1911 bust up of the Big OIL Trust (Standard Oil), by the 1890 SAA (Sherman 

Antitrust act) ( S,A,A is 19, 1, 1) (add 90 to 1911 and you get 2001, 9.11 presumably comes from 1911). So the 

number 90 appears prevalent in 9.11 symbolism.  

 UA175 hit at 903, the first WTC hit was in 1990 + 3, and UA93 converts to 90+3. (The latest data suggests 3 is 

symbolic for King George III). The Big Oil Trust was busted up by the 1890 SAA act, and SAA converts to 19-1-1, with 

S being the 19 letter. There were 19 hijackers, and most were from SA (Saudi Arabia). The WTC architect helped 

build the SA airport. SAA converting to 19.1.1, contains 9.1.1 and is symbolically the reverse of Lee’s birthday 1.19 

(Robert E Lee). Reverse symbolism is frequent in 9.11 research. 

 For example General Lee’s name is reversed in the name of the WTC designer, and 9.11 is symbolically the reverse of 

Lee’s birthday 1.19, and all 4 flites reversed course. Also Bush was notified twice (once after the North Tower was 

hit, and once after the South Tower was hit), 5 till and 5 after (5 till is the 11th sign of the Zodiac, and 5 after is the 9th 

sign of the Zodiac). Other reverse symbolism occurs in 1864, when 26 graves lined the perimeter of the roze garden 

(at Arlington) to prevent Lee’s return. The number 26 appears symbolic of ‘last’ or Omega (The Hi Wire act over the 

WTC in 1974 was probably symbolic of Omega, the last. Nixon resigned 2 days later). 

 The first WTC hit was 14 til 9, and Robert E Lee became fatally ill on the 9th month for 14 days. Also  9.11 was 3 dayz 

shy of the 100th anniversary of the Mckinnley hit on 9.14 (another Irish president assassinated). Bush stood on the 

9.11 rubble on 9.14.  

 Robert E Lee’s first campaign was on Cheat Hill on 9.11.1861, and pentagon construction began on 9.11.1941 (60 

years before 9.11.2001, 60 is revolution symbolism, Hoste interviewed Oswald for 60 minutes). 3 YRs of pentagon 

construction, was hit on 9.11 by AA77. 3 years before 9.11, (on 9.11.98) the IC warned of catastrophic consequnces. 

 The latest data suggests 34 is symbolic (3/4 gets 75 (the AR war began in 1775). 

 JFK was threatened on the 34th anniversary of the 1929 Stock crash, his wife was 34 years old, and JFK was shot on 

his 34th month as president. AA77 hit the pentagon 34 min after the South Tower was hit at 903 am.  

 Also in 1911 Big OIL was busted up into 34 pieces (90 years before 9.11). Bush owned Arbusto, and filed with the IRS 

on 3.4 for the 212140 shares he dumped (2121 is symbolic of 99 and II, and he was the 9.11 presidente), the shares 

he dumped (this was 5 months after Challenger blew up) in 1986 (the Statue of Liberty (in Staten Island where the 

9.11.1776 SIPC was help), was dedicated on 10.28.1886, and 9.11.2001 ended at 10:28). (Challenger blew up on the 

28th (72 is the inverse) on it’s 25th mission. It was the O ring.) 

 43 is the reverse of 34, and Bush was the 43rd presidente, and Cheney finally acted on 9.11, 43 minutes after AA77 

crashed into the Pentagon. Also Cheney’s initials DC, convert to 43. 

  In 1911 JD was worth 900M and the twin towers cost 900M. The WTC was leased for 3.25B 49 days before 

destruction. 
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